Why E-commerce Shoppers
Abandon Shopping Carts
Understanding the unique reasons why your
customers abandon is the ﬁrst step in improving your
site’s conversion rates.
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Don’t just do what other retailers do. Start with why.
Increasing conversion rates is a top priority for online retailers. Common strategies include: utilizing UI
updates, A/B testing, and immediate discounts for new site visitors—amongst others. However, starting
with an understanding of why customers are abandoning their carts can serve as a powerful way to determine the best incentives and increase conversion rates.
In working with numerous retailers, we’ve found that most have only anecdotal evidence of why online
carts are abandoned. To solve this problem we developed a simple, easy to answer, one-click survey to poll
shoppers at the point of abandonment.
From April to November of 2018, we surveyed 2,238 shoppers across multiple retailers to better understand why they were abandoning their carts. We presented the survey to the shoppers who were about to
abandon while still on the retailer’s site, and found the following:
Top Reasons for Cart Abandonment
Just browsing/
Not ready to buy

35%

Shipping costs are too high/
can’t see shipping cost

20%

I found a better price
elsewhere

9%

Delivery is too slow/
Can’t see delivery time
Don’t trust site w/ credit
card info

8%

5%

23%
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Source: Metrical’s Cart Abandonment Exit Survey
By far, the top two reasons for abandonment had to do with shoppers readiness to purchase and shipping.
Let's take a look at each of these.
Readiness to Purchase: Every online store is going to have its fair share of “just browsing” shoppers.
These shoppers might make up the majority of your abandonment statistics and can be the most diﬃcult
to convert. Utilizing time-sensitive oﬀers that creates a fear of lost opportunity in the shopper can help
convert these shoppers into buyers.
Shipping: Large retailers like Amazon have conditioned online shoppers to expect free shipping. That’s not
to say large retailers have to jump to free shipping as their ﬁrst option—even a reduction in shipping cost
or expedited shipping can be enough to make a customer happy enough to purchase.
As Simon Sinek says, “Start with why”. Each site is unique and diﬀerent because of a host of variables
including industry, design, and clientele. Your site is unique, so the reasons customers abandon their
purchases on your site might be diﬀerent than results we’ve presented. Don’t just assume discounts are
what your site visitors need to convert. Reach out to the shoppers on your site and understand their
reasons for why.
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